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 kr Offline Legendary Inifinite mana block to prevent heavy mana loss, but this will also make it harder to keep the mana up for
healing. This item can be bought from the forge vendor for 18,000,000 coins. Requires Level 68, 19 Str 440% increased

Damage for each adjacent enemy effected by Flammable 6% increased Area of Effect for each adjacent enemy effected by
Flammable 20% increased Attack Damage for each adjacent enemy effected by Flammable Chance to Ignite on hit with a

Flammable (18 second cooldown) 5% increased Attack Speed for each adjacent enemy effected by Flammable Every second,
gain 12% increased Attack Damage and 12% increased Attack Speed for 5 seconds 6% increased Area of Effect for every
second 5% increased Area of Effect for every second 4% increased Area of Effect for every second 6% increased Area of

Effect for every secondQ: Why is my function called in the first if statement? I have this function that needs to return 3 things
based on a value it receives. I have commented out the 3 lines that are first if statements. When the function receives the first
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number it gives me the first if statement but then continues to the second one. This is the first time I have used the if function
and I don't know why it's giving me the second line. int createNexus(int value) { //if(value == 1) //{ // string str1 = "hi"; // string

str2 = "hello"; // string str3 = "world"; // return new string[] { str1, str2, str3 }; //} int count = 0; while (count
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